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1. Which of these best describes something that can be used to cyber bully someone? Texting or
Social Media
2. What should you do if you think you've been contacted by someone online who is trying to
harm you? Tell a trusted adult,
3. What do you do if you receive an unwanted email from someone? Block the sender
4. Which term describes a program that appears to be helpful or but is actually harmful to your
computer? Trojan Horse
5. Which term describes using fake emails that appear important in order to collect personal
information? Phishing
6. What is the term used to describe unwanted or junk email that you get that you did not
request? Spam
7. There is no such thing as _____ on the Internet.

Privacy

8. Which term describes a program which causes unwanted advertisements to appear on your
screen or collects/information about websites you visit?
9. Which of the following would be least likely to cyberbully?

adware
Things that are not on the

internet; newspapers, radio, television
10. Which option allows you to change the theme of a Google Site? Manage Site
11. Why are there so many websites on the Internet? Websites are easy to make, can be made for
any interest, and can be created for little or no money.
12. Because a picture might cause the page to load incorrectly, which is the best method for
adding a picture to your site? Upload and Insert the image from your machine
13. What is the unique identifier of a website? URL
14. When looking at a web address, the last 3 characters such as .com, .net, or .org are known as
what? The top level domain identifier
15. What does .COM stand for? Commercial
16. What does .EDU stand for? Higher education/ Accredited institutions
17. What is your FIRST clue about the reliability of information on a given website? The top level
domain identifier
18. Which Top Level Domain typically contains the most reliable information? .edu .gov .mil
19. When using a search engine, your search query should contain ... quotaion marks and
keywords
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20. What is an example of an effective search query? “jump rope instructions”
21. A true computer is made up of what two CATEGORIES of components? Hardware and Software
22. What are 5 common output devices? Speakers, monitors, printers, projectors, cnc machines
23. What are 5 common input devices? Keyboard, mouse, scanner, microphone, digitizing tablet,
camera
24. About how many processes can a modern computer do in one second? Over a million
25. What invention is a special type of Integrated Circuit that makes all modern high-powered
computers possible? Microprocessor
26. What was the name of early 1900's workers whose job it was to calculate numbers for early
data tables? Computers
27. What world event spurred on the creation of the MODERN ELECTRONIC computer as we know
it? World War II
28. What kind of world event usually leads to the rapid advancement of different technologies?
War
29. What is the Internet? Interconnected computers
30. Which computer component allows all other components to communicate? Motherboard
31. Which computer component stores data permanently even when the computer is turned off?
Hard drive
32. Which device prevents the CPU and other components from getting damaged due to heat?
Heat Sink
33. What computer component allows the user to receive information from the computer? Output
device
34. Which computer component performs the actual computations and calculations? CPU
35. What are examples of Hardware? Physical parts
36. Which device is both an Input AND Output Device? Touch Screen
37. Which best describes HARDWARE?
38. Which best describes SOFTWARE?
39. What suffix is used to describe an amount of digital information? Byte, Mb, Gb
40. Which of the following is NOT an advantage of Google Documents? Expensive Hard to use
41. What is the main purpose of Google Documents? Word Processing
42. What Google Document type is similar to a Microsoft Word document? Document
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43. In PowerPoint or Google Presentations, what is used to move from one SLIDE TO ANOTHER in
an interesting way? Transition
44. What is the most important rule to follow when presenting something using a slideshow? Do
not read from slide
45. What is the term used to describe stating where your information comes from? Citation

A. What tools can be used to cyberbully?
B. What should you if you get unwanted email?
C. How do you edit your website? More options- manage page
D. What is the correct way to place an image on your website?
E. Inputs & OutputsF. True computer =
G. What other applications are Google apps like? (Google Docs= , Google Sheets=
Slides= )
1.

What is the term used for changing slides in PowerPoint/Google Slides

2.

Presentation etiquette

H. How should you search the web?

I.

1.

Keywords

2.

Quotation marks

What is a URL? Unique identifier

J. What is a domain suffix? Top Level Domain
K. What is citing?
1.

What does citation mean?

L. What does .com symbolize?
1.

What group would use .org?

2.

What group uses .edu?

M. What invention helped make computers smaller and cheaper?

, Google
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1.

What did they replace? Vacuum Tubes

N. Wars spur technology.
1.

World War 2 brought about the creation of the modern computer.

O. What are microprocessors?
1.

What are integrated circuits?

Vocab- Software=
Adware, Address Bar, File Share, PDA, Phishing, Search Engine, Spyware, Trojan Horse, SPAM,
Virus, Web Browser, Query, Byte
Hardware=
Monitor, Keyboard, CPU, Input, Output, Heat Sink, CPU Fan, System/Mother Board, Ram, Ethernet
Port, USB Port, Hard Drive, Disk Drive, Optical Drive, Monitor, Speakers, Printer, Power Supply, Hertz

